Our intensive leadership development programs center on three broad themes:

• Advancing a vision for excellence and equity in student success
• Leading internal change
• Partnering across the education and workforce ecosystem for broad impact

Through our fellowships and other offerings, we aim to develop the next generation of diverse leaders who will advance excellence and equity in access, completion, and post-graduation success.

FACT SHEET:
Presidents Fellowship

Accelerate student success and equity at your college.

With the Presidents Fellowship we hope to broaden our offerings to support more exemplary leaders doing the critical work of community college reform. Fellows will apply learnings in real-time, sharpen plans to advance student success strategies, and build core institutional capacities.

Who should apply?
Presidents who have been in the role for at least three years and whose institution is ready for transformation. Alumni of the Rising and New Presidents Fellowships who meet the criteria above are encouraged to apply.

When are applications open?
Applications will be open from April 20 through May 31. Interviews will take place in July and the cohort will be announced in September.

When will sessions take place?
In-person sessions will be held in February and October of 2024.

How is this program different than the New Presidents Fellowship?
The New Presidents Fellowship was focused on establishing a vision for excellence and equity in student outcomes. The Presidents Fellowship builds on that vision-setting with opportunities for fellows to explore and prioritize reforms that increase excellence and equity in student outcomes at scale. Fellows will learn how to initiate, support, and sustain systemic internal and external change.

“...The fellowships took my concept of what being a president is all about and challenged me to think broader, to think bolder, and to think deeper about what this amazing opportunity for my dream job really is all about.”

Janet Spriggs, President Forsyth Technical College, Alumna of Rising & New President’s Fellowships

Learn more: highered.aspeninstitute.org